UNDERSTANDING THE
VALUE OF PLUG-IN
SURGE PROTECTORS
Utility meter base surge protection programs offer a unique opportunity for
their customers to protect their homes and appliances from surge damage.
The location and design of the meter base protector allows it to easily capture
and send the brunt of transient surge energy to earth ground outside before it
can enter the home and cause stress/potential damage.

We often use a visual description of how the
meter base surge protector works.
“Picture an electrical surge or spike as being
10 feet tall as it enters your home. The meter
base surge protector captures the surge and
sends it to earth ground before it can enter the
home. The remaining small surge (less than
2 feet tall… called ‘let through voltage’) is not
strong enough to cause stress or damage to
appliances and electronics.”

So, what about plug-in surge
protectors? Are they needed?
Our simple answer is… “Yes!”. Here’s why.
A plug-in surge protector will help further
“knock down” the “less than two feet tall”
surge to a level where it can’t hurt sensitive
electronics connected to the plug-in. Here is
some additional background as you consider
plug-ins for your home.
Many years ago, electric utilities included

a plug-in surge protector as part of their
standard surge protection package. The plugin device was included due to marginal UL
(Underwriters Laboratory) test standards which
allowed low performing plug-in devices to be
sold to customers through retail stores. These
devices only had to pass a 500 Amp UL test to
be certified.
“Utility grade” plug-in surge protectors offered

as part of the utility surge protection “package”

or spike can enter via the electrical power feed

were designed to handle 6 times the surge

to the home, a surge can also enter via the

energy (3000 Amps) than locally available

telephone and/or cable line(s).

devices. This performance difference justified
these plug-in devices.

For maximum protection, you should choose
a plug-in surge protector that has additional

As the surge protection industry grew,

phone and cable protection modules. When

Underwriters Laboratory started realizing

connected, you will have created a “wall of

the need for a stronger retail plug-in surge

protection” around your sensitive electronics.

protector and they revised their test standards
to require that all plug-in surge protectors be
able to pass the 3000 Amp test standard.

KENICK, Inc. offers a range of plug-in surge
protectors that pass the 3000 Amp test
with “flying colors” (not flying parts/pieces…).

Customers have benefited from an expanded

We offer a website www.spikestop.com to

number of product options that pass the

assist utility customers in selecting a plug-in

higher test but they have found it difficult

surge protector for their high value sensitive

to decipher performance ratings of different

electronics.

plug-in products.

Once connected, you will have created a “wall

There is one more important fact that supports

of protection” from transient surge around your

the need for plug-in surge protectors.

sensitive electronics.

Where most people understand how a surge
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